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Please enter your submission
Toward our greater Sydney 2000    Accelerating Housing Opportunities  If our young people cannot afford to buy the dwellings already on the market •À_•À_•À_ how will they be able to afford new builds? Dwellings are not •À_•À_•À_cheaper by the dozen•À_•À_•À_ •À_•À_•À_ so how will increasing supply reduce cost?  Development 

companies are businesses with a focus on maximising profits, with pre-sales usually to investors. Developers seem to cram as many apartments into a project as possible, creating •À_•À_•À_investor stock•À_•À_•À_ •À_•À_•À_ properties best-suited to buyers who have no intention of living in them.  This is not •À_•À_•À_Housing 

Opportunity•À_•À_•À_ this is price gouging and overdevelopment. This is stock built for investors not for owner occupiers.  A building defect bond scheme will be in place from July 2017 to protect buyers, requiring developers to put aside 2 per cent of the contract price as a bond to fix any defective work. This is too little too late. It 

should have been in place 4 years ago before construction reached such a frantic pace.  Perhaps The GSC could make enquires into the alleged problems with new builds of townhouses and dual occs with-in the Shire. Local tradies are talking about the •À_•À_•À_massive•À_•À_•À_ problems. Leaking roofs, incorrect timber in roof 

trusses that are already rotting. Dodgy wiring. Gyprocking. Cheap Chinese steel that is already rusting. And developers with $2 shares have disappeared leaving owners to foot the repair build.    Urban Renewal  Urban renewal corridor shown in •À_•À_•À_The Plan for Growing Sydney•À_•À_•À_ is NOT supported for Sutherland Shire. The 

Shire has already met its housing targets.  Under the old Metropolitan plan the Shire needed to provide 10,100 dwellings until 2031. SSLEP2015 released a further approx. dwelling potential 8000, (hence over 18,000) not including townhouses, complying development and dual occupancies that could never be calculated. All released at 

once. And mostly flats. 1 and 2 bedroom flats built for investors.  Over 20 years of future dwelling potential released in one fell swoop •À_•À_•À_ with-out counting dual occupanciess and town-houses. Our •À_•À_•À_housing strategy•À_•À_•À_ was, according to news report, concocted in two months.  This is not planning. This is policy 

on the run. This is overdevelopment. This is trashing areas for monetary gain which is not in the best interests of existing or future residents and communities.  Enough is enough. Trains run at over 130% capacity. Roads are clogged. There is no mass transit option except the Illawarra train line which already runs at over 130% capacity in 

peak periods.  No extra infrastructure supplied except an upgrade to The Sutherland Hospital.    Medium Density Infill  The Department claims that the •À_•À_•À_Code•À_•À_•À_ will provide greater housing supply and choice including more affordable housing. Because Torrens title sub-division is not possible till the development nears 

completion, there is no option for an owner-build. Consumers will be lumbered with what-ever is supplied by the Developer Industry and hence cost, variety and personal choice is restricted. Increase supply does not equate to more affordable housing. Are the •À_•À_•À_homes•À_•À_•À_ cheaper by the dozen? If our young people 

cannot afford to buy existing housing, how can they possible afford new builds? The more an area is re-built and gentrified, the more our young people and the poor are locked out of the ability to buy! Many houses on the market are being bought up by developers for re-development as they are able to out-bid our young people. 

Example: At random from Domain insert in local paper.  Sutherland Shire Council DA 15/1147.  6-8 Hotham Road Kirrawee, 1277 sq/m. 6 townhouses selling for $1,145M - $1,195M  Land Cost $1,805,000- Construction Cost $2,049,000- Council fees $28,500-  Total approx. costs : $3,882 Million •À_•À_•À_ for 6 townhouses which are then 

on-sold for almost $7 Million  This equates to approx. $500,000 profit per townhouse.    The Department claims that the •À_•À_•À_Code•À_•À_•À_  will improve the design of medium density housing with standards that will address design issues such as layout, landscaping and private open space, sunlight, natural ventilation and 

privacy. Direct sunlight of 2 (or 3) hours mid-winter to a living room OR private open space is insufficient. How many people and how many of our elderly will be affected by Vitamin D deficiency? Would the Department please consult with the medical profession and Dpt Health for statistics, and the reasons for, the prevalence of Vit D 

deficiency among our elderly. Deficiency requires Ostelin supplements to counter the effects on bone health.  Please do not inflict this on our young people, it could mean lifelong problems. Standards that give only 2 hours direct sunlight should be confined to unit development in centres.    The Department claims that the 

•À_•À_•À_Code•À_•À_•À_ with a two storey height limit will ensure the size and scale of development is low rise and will easily fit into established streetscapes and areas.  In areas characterised by single level houses, it is unlikely that 8.5 and 9 metre height will fit into established streetscapes. Eventually the bulk and scale of such 

development will dominate and overwhelm the street-scape. The perception created by Departmental statement that such bulk and scale is now considered •À_•À_•À_low density•À_•À_•À_ is not shared by all. The proposals are Medium Density in height, bulk and scale and should be restricted to R3 Medium Density zones.  The 

Department claims that the •À_•À_•À_Code•À_•À_•À_ will only be able to be carried out as complying development in areas that already allow medium density development under a council•À_•À_•À_s local environmental plan, and that it will promote a variety of housing choices across NSW in areas that are already zoned for 

medium density housing.The proposals are Medium Density in height, bulk and scale and should be restricted to R3 Medium Density zones. The Design Guide states that such developments  will be permissible development in R1 and R2 zones. Sydney street and areas will become medium density, tightly packed areas with little private 

open space and access to sunlight. The proposals are Medium Density in height, bulk and scale and should be restricted to R3 Medium Density zones.    The Department claims that proposed building and design standards are designed to minimise privacy and overshadowing impacts on neighbours and preserve residential amenity. 

•À_•À_•À_Minimise privacy and overshadowing impacts on neighbours•À_•À_•À_ is not good enough. Design and better standards should in fact be able to eliminate privacy and overshadowing impacts on neighbours. Sections of development land could be used for •À_•À_•À_Villa style•À_•À_•À_ single level dwellings to eliminate 

privacy/overshadowing on neighbours. These are rarely built and are in demand by older people who prefer single level dwellings as they age. The system should work to improve the amenity, and the impacts of privacy and overshadowing for all. Eliminate not minimise! The outcomes must deliver improvement for people, it should 

not be driven by developer profits and productivity.    The Department claims that the Design Guide's objectives are to: improve the quality of neighbourhoods and precincts; improve livability; assist in providing a diverse housing mix and choice. The design guide creates the risk that we will be •À_•À_•À_offered•À_•À_•À_ cookie cutter 

style development delivered by the industry for the industry (profit). The design guide, if allowed in R1 and R2 zones, will create medium density across all Sydney low density areas, with infrastructure unable to cope. You cannot measure liveability. The concept of liveability means different things to different people, communities and 

age groups! The only diversity choice offered in via low density. High and medium density, by its•À_•À_•À_ nature, is delivered by the developer industry.  The Department claims that the purpose of this Design Guide is intended to inform the strategic planning of a local area and assist councils and communities to determine the future 

form of development in the area. The future character of an area is to be determined by the local council and community. The Design Guide encourages a design-led strategic planning process to determine the type, scale and built form of medium density housing permitted in an area. The development controls established as a result 

of this process will be expressed in the Local Environmental Plan (LEP) and Development Control Plan (DCP) that applies to the site. Please explain how the Development Control Plan (DCP) for Design Guides will be enforced, given that the Department •À_•À_•À_deregulated•À_•À_•À_ DCP use in 2012 via PS 13-003  Proclamation of 

certain provisions of the EP&A Amendment Act 2012, 18 March 2013. The objectives of the changes were to: a) reinforce the purpose and status of DCPs as guidance documents used in local planning decision-making, and b) introduce flexibility in the way in which provisions in DCPs are applied by consent authorities when assessing 

development applications. The Amendment Act removed •À_•À_•À_conflicts•À_•À_•À_ that were •À_•À_•À_allegedly•À_•À_•À_ barrier to delivering new housing.  I make no apology for the cynicism, but since when are our communities heard and the results acted upon? For 3 long years, Sutherland Shire peoples had unwanted 

•À_•À_•À_determinations•À_•À_•À_ of development controls, scale and type stuffed down our throats. Our concerns were ignored and questions left unanswered. There was no community education on how an LEP, a Standard Instrument, decreased open space, increased FSR and Permitted Uses would impact upon our homes and 

our lives. We have also seen, as a result, the decimation of our treasured tree canopy and residents only now beginning to see the impacts of an LEP. We have a •À_•À_•À_Housing Strategy•À_•À_•À_, allegedly concocted in two months,  a strategy that would have our older people living long term in flats. We have a •À_•À_•À_Draft 

DCP•À_•À_•À_ that cannot be, or is not, finalised. We have lost a DCP that would see the loss of no more than a third of available sunlight dumbed down to 10sq/m.  Please don•À_•À_•À_t tell me communities are able to determine the future form of development, when such determinations are over-ridden by political majority 

Councils, pre-gateway reviews, Private Planning Proposals, Urban Renewals or other such terminology used to dis-empower our aspirations for the areas in which we live!    The Department claims that low rise medium density housing is proposed in areas that are undergoing a transition from lower density, single dwelling homes to a 

higher density. How long did it take a spin merchant to come up with the new terminology •À_•À_•À_low rise medium density•À_•À_•À_. Does the Department really think Sydney•À_•À_•À_s people are that stupid? Please define what areas •À_•À_•À_are undergoing a transition from lower density, single dwelling homes to a 

higher density.•À_•À_•À_ I take it this means all R1, R2 and R3 areas, or, the vast majority of Sydney•À_•À_•À_s suburbs.    Communities are sick of flats, so the intention appears to inflict upon the whole of Sydney mini flats and squat flats?    Housing Choice and Diversity  If our young people cannot afford to buy the dwellings already on 

the market •À_•À_•À_ how will they be able to afford new builds? Dwellings are not •À_•À_•À_cheaper by the dozen•À_•À_•À_ •À_•À_•À_ so how will increasing supply reduce cost?    
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